Influence of the native topology on the folding barrier for small proteins.
The possibility of downhill instead of two-state folding for proteins has been a very controversial topic which arose from recent experimental studies. From the theoretical side, this question has also been accomplished in different ways. Given the experimental observation that a relationship exists between the native structure topology of a protein and the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of its folding process, Gō-type potentials are an appropriate way to approach this problem. In this work, we employ an interaction potential from this family to get a better insight on the topological characteristics of the native state that may somehow determine the presence of a thermodynamic barrier in the folding pathway. The results presented here show that, indeed, the native topology of a small protein has a great influence on its folding behavior, mostly depending on the proportion of local and long range contacts the protein has in its native structure. Furthermore, when all the interactions present contribute in a balanced way, the transition results to be cooperative. Otherwise, the tendency to a downhill folding behavior increases.